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Food is the ultimate goal of agriculture. Healthy food is the only key to sustain life.



Mankind has entered a vicious circle 

ever since we have developed into a 

modern agriculture. 

The cultivation land has degraded and 

turned acidic gradually due to the 

overuse of chemical fertilizers.

The invention of new pesticides has 

generated more and more super 

diseases. 

As a result, our cultivation land is 

covered by chemical residues and 

become even more toxic and finally 

being abandoned as a non-agricultural 

land.  

The main reason is: Plants are being 

cultivated under malnutrition conditions 

from the beginning. 



According to Liebig's Law of the Minimum : “The plant yield is proportional 

to the amount of the most limiting nutrient, whichever nutrient it may be.” 

Likewise the maximum water level of the bucket depends on the location 

where the hole of water leaks. 

Plants need at least 16 kinds of elements. Unfortunately, the plants are 

suffered from malnutrition over the past few hundred years as the modern 

agriculture practice nowadays emphasizes only on 3 to 5 types of 

elements. 



This is definitely NOT a fair trade



±45% ±12%

±40%

“Earth Foods” is a 100% whole food. It contains nutritious substances that can be fully 

absorbed by plants without any fillers, additives and clay. This is the only “whole nutrients” 

that can be found. Hence, we named it “Earth Foods”, the real foods for the land. 

In view of this, KhaiEL technology has innovated a brand new agricultural technology by 

combining the 4 major types of materials with different characteristics which against each 

other through “Quantum Bio-Synthesizer” in order to produce fertilizers with complete 

nutrients- “Earth Foods”(EF).



Versatile Product Chain

We have developed different EF varieties to meet the 
different farming requirements. 
Green Food: Growing Stage (15-15-15)
Blue Food: Flowering Stage (12-12-17
Red Food: Fruiting Stage (13-9-24)
There are some biological organic liquid fertilizers. 

Besides, we do customize according to special require-
ments from customers. 
EF-Banana, EF-Paddy, EF-Oil Palm, EF-Grape, EF-Corn 
etc...  

Despite of any different products and formulas, the 4 main 
ingredients will be NPK + Trace Elements + 40% Organic 
Matters + Beneficial Bacteria.     



The special features of plants that 

are using Earth Foods:

(1) Strong main roots system with 

plenty of fibrous roots. 

(2) Resistance towards diseases.

(3) Shorter growth period.

(4) Increase in product yield and weight.

(5) The Bio-diversity will get richer with 

the longer application period.

(6) Sustainable cultivation without fallow 

period. 

(7) Crops are good in texture due to the 

complexity of minerals. 



The importance of whole nutrients

The plants are able to create a complicated biochemical metabolic effects to produce 
richer nutrients after absorbing such complex varieties of nutrients from Earth Foods 
during photosynthesis process. Table below shows the analysis report of ginger 
nutritional facts. Ginger with Earth Foods possessed 3-5 times higher nutrition comparing 
to ginger with chemical fertilizers. 

Even though the application of chemical fertilizers for long term can increase the ginger 
yield, the product nutrients and quality are bad. Likewise a fat guy who consumed a lot 
of junk foods, he tends to have a huge physical size yet his body is weak and sick due 
to malnutrition. 



Technology Breakthrough 

There is no technology from the past that is able to 

combine high content of NPK, trace elements, organic 

matters (inclusive of various organic acid) and beneficial 

bacteria into one.   Earth Foods has breakthrough by 

combining these 4 substances perfectly by using 

KhaiEL Quantum Bio-Synthesizer. 

Bio-Technology Department of UTAR University 

Malaysia has identified the bacteria count on Earth 

Foods. (Please refer the picture below)

Total number of bacteria : Average = 22,100 CFU/g (in 

the form of fertilizer granules)  Average = 163,000 

CFU/g (in soil)



Master of Fertilizer 

The report above shows the partial contents of Earth Foods ingredients. It can be 

found that Earth foods are indeed a brand new compound fertilizer. Chemical 

fertilizer is able to promote product yield yet it tends to destroy the environment. 

Organic fertilizer is environmental friendly yet produce little yield. Earth Foods has 

managed to solve both problems encountered by chemical fertilizer and organic 

fertilizer.  

Other advantages: No fungicide required due to its high resistance towards 

diseases. Earth Foods dosing amount required is 50% of the chemical fertilizers as 

100% of nutrients are being fully absorbed. Its high content of organic matters and 

beneficial bacteria are able to promote the recovery of a balanced ecosystem by 

microorganism and earthworms. No fallow period is required.



The true meaning of agriculture

The ultimate goal of farming is to obtain food in order to maintain human health.
Healthy and nutritious foods can be obtained from a healthy and fertile land only.

The dependence on only 3 to 5 types of elements in agriculture fail to produce healthy 
foods throughout the past 100 years. Furthermore, the processed food nowadays has 
nearly depleted all the food nutrients. These are the main reason why modern people 
nowadays are facing many health problems,  diseases affected human at young age, 
cancer and many other sicknesses become so common worldwide. 

Human being ourselves are the most affected if manking continue to pursue blindly 
only on product yields quantities and totally ignore on their nutritional facts.  
Unhealthy Land = Mal-nutritioun Food = Unhealthy Mankind

Cares on our land to save the plants. We have the opportunity to change everything. 
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